Internet security

Many children as well as adults spend half of their day surfing the Internet.
However, as good as the internet is, it has its downsides. Like internet bullying, hackers,
likes/hate comments, and many other things that can ruin a person's day. Because we all know
we use the internet, we also need to know how to protect ourselves from it and surf safely. I
have researched some rules and preventions to protect us against the bad side of the internet. I
will share them with you now 😊

- For example, we can block "hate" pages, they can make us sad by writing badly about us in
our posts. Therefore, it is best to block them.

- We all know that all people on this planet can be found on the Internet. However, the bad
thing is that sometimes they present themselves with false information, just to get in touch
with us. So one of the most important rules on the Internet is not to talk to a stranger who sent
us a message. If you are not sure who it is, consult your parents so that it is not a relative,
drinker or acquaintance. If they do not know immediately click on the block and block it.

- Do not click on all options. You know when you go to a site and it says "yes" or "I accept". If
you are not sure what to "accept", consult someone who understands. That one push can bring
you big problems.

- One of the worst parts of the internet is internet bullying. I do not know why some people
need to insult someone who posted a picture on a site. We all have the right to do what we
want, but unfortunately, there are such people. They can make you insecure and sad. You will
feel "unimportant". However, I do not want to cry because of unscrupulous people. Therefore,
if someone writes you something bad and in a second way called internet bullying, block it, and
tell someone older than you or someone who knows how to deal with it. How many have
protested and begged to stop that internet bully it will never stop. You can also honestly report
if it causes you bigger problems.

-

But we can also take action. When creating an account on a social network, it is very
important that we do not reveal too much about ourselves. For example, not to write
our mobile number or our address, e-mail, etc. With that data we can suffer very badly.
But we should not tell our password to anyone. If someone knows that, someone can
log in to our profile and do something on our behalf, and thus hurt someone

-

If you want to download an application from an Internet site, use legal sites. Not every
site is safe, that is, it can bring a virus to your computer. But it would also be bad to
download applications in a pirated way. So, use legal, recommended sites.

-

Never send pictures to people you have met online. They may pretend to be good and
confident, but the truth is different. They can publish them publicly and embarrass or
manipulate you. Therefore, do not do bad things to yourself, do not send pictures to
people you have not met live ...

